Introducing Sky Q with Fluid Viewing™
Our most advanced TV experience ever.

Watch recordings anywhere around your home, sync them to your tablet to take with you, and even pause a recording in one room and carry on in another on any TV screen or tablet. You can record three live shows whilst watching a fourth and have 1TB of storage – storing up to 150 hours of HD recordings. Change the way you watch TV forever. Welcome to Fluid Viewing™.

Key benefits

My Q
My Q makes finding the TV you love simple. You can find what you were last watching and pick up where you left off. Plus, receive suggestions of new shows based on what you watch already.

Q Sync
With Q Sync you can now sync recordings from your box to your tablet to take with you wherever you go, even when you’re not online.

Sky Q app
Enjoy the best entertainment anywhere in your home with the Sky Q app.

Q Play
With Q Play, you can watch shows, even recordings, on TV screens and tablets throughout your home. If you’re half way through a recording, Q Play allows you to pause a show in one room and pick up the action right where you left it on another TV or tablet.

Sky Q touch remote
Control the action effortlessly with our intuitive Bluetooth remote.

Design features
Low profile form that blends with the environment in which it lives
Dimensions: 330mm x 210mm x 43mm
Weight: 1.47kg
Colour: Matt black and hi-gloss black
### Sky Q specifications

#### Physical connections
- 2x F-connectors (Satellite in 12V, 300mA)
- 2x USB (USB 2.0, max 500mA per port) – for future use
- 2x HDMI:
  - HDMI Out (HDMI 1.4b output with HDCP 1.2)
  - HDMI In (HDMI 1.4b input (YUV & RGB) with HDCP 1.2) – for future use
- Optical S/PIDF (Digital Audio)
- 1x 10/100Mb/s Ethernet RJ45 port
- Mains (Mains input 230V 40W)

#### Wireless connectivity
- Works dual band on 2.4GHz and 5GHz concurrently
- 2.4GHz 801.11n is 2x2 MIMO – Back compatible with 802.11 b/g
- 5GHz 801.11ac is 3x3 MIMO – Back compatible with 802.11n
- Supports Powerline AV1.1 – only compatible with other Sky devices. Not available at launch
- Bluetooth 4.0 LE support

#### Core system
- 1TB Hard Disk Drive, over 700GB for customer use
- Supporting up to 150 hours of HD recordings
- Ability to record three channels while watching a fourth
- Ability to support viewing on one tablet using the Sky Q app
- Ability to support viewing on one Sky Q Mini box

#### Visual
- 4:3, 16:9 aspect ratio support
- Video resolution supported:
  - 1080p, 1080i, 720p, 576p

#### Audio
- Digital audio optical S/PDIF connector
- Dolby Digital support, over HDMI and Optical
- Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) compliant video and audio decoding
- Audio decoding with sampling rates of 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz

#### Satellite receiver and security
- Full Band tuner 290-2340MHz
- DVB-S/S2 demodulation and error correction
- Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) compliant video and audio decoding
- Power source available for LNB of 300mA @12V DC

#### Power consumption/Power saving features
- Total Energy Consumption in line with Voluntary Industry Agreement for Complex STBs

---

With Sky Q box, subscription, app and compatible tablet (Sky.com/SkyQ) or Sky Q Mini connected to home broadband. BBC iPlayer downloads unavailable via Sky Q app. Save selected recordings from last 30 days to compatible tablet connected to home broadband. Transfer speed depends on device and connection. Content deleted from tablet 48 hours after viewing starts or no later than 30 days after syncing.